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1. BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 
 

1.1  Cyberspace has emerged as a global commons. It requires safe navigation by 

countries for trade, commerce and communication. Military establishments consider it as the 

fifth domain — after land, sea, air and space. The Internet is growing significantly in all 

countries, leading to job creation, innovative business models, connecting the globe through 

social media, creating communities and becoming a powerful means of communication and 

new ideas. However, the very same standard protocols of the internet that make it easy to 

connect in a borderless space are used by criminals to attack private and public infrastructure 

as well as strategic resources. As a result, cybercrimes, espionage and cyber weapons are also 

on the rise. Unique characteristics of the internet, namely offence dominance, difficulty in 

attribution of attacks, development of cyber weapons by states and the use of non-state 

actors to camouflage their actions are making cyberspace more and more vulnerable. Tracking 

cyber criminals and bringing them to justice in sovereign countries is increasingly difficult with 

challenges in collection of appropriate cyber forensics data, applicability of laws and 

acceptance by courts. Moreover, the applicability of international laws is not known, since the 

act of war by a state is difficult to establish — when started, whether ended.  

 

Cybersecurity is a multi-dimensional concept, a complex issue straddling many disciplines and 

fields. Nations have to take appropriate steps in their respective jurisdictions to create 

necessary laws, promote the implementation of reasonable security practices, incident 

management, and information sharing mechanisms, and continuously educate both 

corporate and home users about cybersecurity. It is a global problem that has to be addressed 

globally by all governments jointly. 

 

1.2  India’s dependence on technology as a nation is increasing — the Indian economy is 

going the e-way. Growth in e-commerce, e-payments, card circulation, domestic IT market 

spending and internet user base are the leading indicators. The government is relying on 

technology to solve governance problems and socio-economic problems. Technology has 

become the lifeline of critical infrastructures such as energy, telecommunication, banking, 

stock exchanges, etc. Defence and police agencies are making strategic use of technology to 

modernize. As a nation, we are as much a victim of cyberattacks as any other country. The 

attackers are local and global — driven by different motives. Attacks on critical infrastructure 

can have crippling effects with outcomes similar to those achieved by traditional war. Clearly, 

cyber security is linked to national security. 

 

1.3  In NASSCOM’s 25th year celebration event, Honorable Prime Minister Shri Narendra 

Modi mentioned that in his interactions with world leaders, he learnt that cybersecurity was 

a major cause of worry for most of them. India being a major service provider in technology 

space, Mr Modi envisioned that to solve this emerging global problem, solutions should come 

from India. Given the successful track record of establishing leadership in the global IT space, 

this is also an area where NASSCOM members can and should aspire for global leadership. To 

achieve this, he suggested that NASSCOM should create a Task Force on Cyber Security to 

propose solutions that address national and global requirements. Accordingly, NASSCOM has 
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established the ‘Cyber Security Task Force’ to deliberate on the issues, and come up with 

recommendations not only to enhance cyber security in the country, but also to make India 

emerge as a leader in this space. 

 

1.4  Gartner predicts that the global IT security spending will grow 8.2% to reach USD 76.9 

billion in 2015, with Indian market size around USD 1 billion. As per Global Information 

Security Workforce Study 2015 by (ISC)2, Frost & Sullivan and Booz Allen Hamilton, the 

demand for security work force globally is expected to rise to 6 million by 2019, up from 

existing demand of around 4 million professionals. It further estimates a shortfall of around 

1.5 million skilled workforce in different areas of security in next 5 years. With rising 

cyberattacks, and increasing focus of governments and businesses on protecting information 

and cyber assets, overall investment in security is expected to grow faster than the current 

rate.  

NASSCOM envisages the Indian IT industry to achieve a size of USD 350-400 billion by 2025. 

Given the existing status and the possibility of rapid growth, the country can aspire to build a 

cybersecurity product and services industry of USD 35-40 billion by 2025, and generate a 

million skilled jobs in the security space, to cater to the rising global demand.  

 

2. INDIAN CYBER SECURITY ECOSYSTEM 
 

Below is the compilation of existing policy & legal frameworks, agencies, institutions and 

programs in cybersecurity in India. The listing is not comprehensive and includes details 

available in public domain, in chronological order where appropriate. 

2.1   Policy Initiatives and Guidelines 

 

 National Policies on IT, Telecom and Electronics: ‘Triad Policies’ came out in 2011 and 

lay down requirements for addressing cyber security concerns across respective domains. 

 NCSP: National Cyber Security Policy was released by the government in July 2013. The 

policy outlines an ecosystem by virtue of which a secure computing environment can be 

created in India. The NCSP takes a holistic view of various challenges and risks of operating 

in cyberspace. 

 Guidelines for Critical Information Infrastructure Protection:  Released by NCIIPC in 2013 
for protection of assets in the critical sectors of the Indian economy.  

 NISPG: National Information Security Policy and Guidelines have been developed by the 

MHA for securing classified information in all government organizations and was notified 

in August 2014. 

 Draft IoT (Internet of Things) policy: Released by DeitY in October 2014 to solicit inputs 

from the industry and others on cyber security concerns in the IoT ecosystem. 

 M2M (machine-to-machine) Roadmap document: Developed by DoT and released on 

12th May 2015 discusses cyber security issues in M2M interactions. 
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2.2  Legislative and Regulatory Framework 
 

 Information Technology (Amendment) Act, 2008 - an omnibus and comprehensive 

legislation which includes provisions for digital signatures, e-governance, e-commerce, 

data protection, cyber offences, critical information infrastructure, interception & 

monitoring, blocking of websites and cyber terrorism. Rules under the Act are being issued 

from time to time.  

 Regulatory Guidelines issued by regulators such as Reserve Bank of India (RBI), Telecom 

Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI), Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), 

Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority (IRDA) for the organizations under their 

purview. 

 

2.3   Government Agencies 
 

 NCSC: National Cyber Security Coordinator, in the National Security Council Secretariat 

(NSCS) – PMO, is a recently created post with prime responsibility of coordinating cyber 

security matters at the national level.  

 MCIT: Ministry of Communications and Information Technology houses two departments, 

which in turn have multiple agencies with different charter and responsibilities in the 

security space. 

o DeitY: Department of Electronics and Information Technology under MCIT works 

on policy and execution matters including framing and implementation of laws, 

standards, frameworks, requirements, guidelines and rules – relating to 

information technology, electronics, security and the Internet through several 

departments, committees and task forces.  

 

 NIC: National Informatics Centre, setup in 1976, is tasked to host, protect 

and ensure that government applications and portals run securely, 

among other initiatives. NIC supports Ministries/Departments of the 

Central Government, State Governments and Union Territories. 

 STQC: Setup in 1980, Standardisation Testing and Quality Certification 

provides assurance services through its IT centres for software testing, 

information security testing, etc. STQC laboratories have 

National/International accreditation and recognitions in the area of 

testing and calibration, most noticeable being against common criteria 

testing under Common Criteria Recognition Arrangement (CCRA). 

 CCA: Setup in November 2000, the Controller of Certifying Authorities 

certifies the public keys of CAs using its own private key, which enables 

users in the cyberspace to verify that a given certificate is issued by a 

licensed CA. 
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 I-CERT: Created in 2004, Indian Computer Emergency Response Team is 

the designated nodal agency for responding to cyber security incidents. It 

was formalized in 2009 as per sec 70B of IT (Amendment) Act, 2008. It 

also oversees crisis management plan coordination and implementation. 

The recent work-in-progress initiatives include National Cyber 

Coordination Center (NCCC) and botnet clearing center. 

 NeGD: National e-Governance Division was established in 2006 and 

provides technical assistance to central ministries and state line 

departments, undertaking technical appraisal of all NeGP projects and 

development of the National/State Service Delivery Gateway 

(NSDG/SSDG), State Wide Area Networks, State Data Centers (SDC), to 

examine issues such as overall technology architecture, framework, 

standards, security policy, service delivery mechanism, sharing of 

common infrastructure, etc. 

o DoT: Department of Telecommunications is responsible for policy, licensing, 

spectrum management and coordination matters relating to voice and data. It 

frames rules for security of Telecom Networks and coordinates with Security 

agencies. It also has a major stake in Internet policies.  

 

 C-DoT: Centre for Development of Telematics is the telecom technology 

development centre established in August 1984. Central Monitoring 

Systems for Telecom Security is a C-DOT initiative. 

 

 TEC: Telecommunication Engineering Centre is setting up test labs for 

testing the security features of all types of IP and telecom / ICT 

equipment. 

 

 NCIIPC: Notified and established in 2013, National Critical Information Infrastructure 

Protection Centre under NTRO, is the agency responsible for protection of Critical 

Information Infrastructure in accordance with Sec 70A of IT (Amendment) Act, 2008.  

 MHA: Ministry of Home Affairs, through Intelligence and Law Enforcement Agencies 

under its purview, has the responsibility of coordinating with different department and 

agencies for national security matters, including cybersecurity, and acts as nodal agency 

for internal security matters, intelligence, cyber forensics, investigation, etc.  

 MEA: Ministry of External Affairs articulates Indian position on cybersecurity matters in 

international fora and conferences, including bilateral and multilateral dialogues. Cyber 

diplomacy is a key area for every nation in view of cyberspace being viewed as global 

commons. 

 MoD: Ministry of Defence is the nodal ministry for all wings of defence forces in India.  

o CIRT Navy: Computer Incident Response Team - Navy is a reporting center for 

network security problems. CIRT Navy provides technical assistance and 

coordinates responses to security compromises, identifies trends in intruder 
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activity, works with other security experts to identify solutions to security 

problems, and disseminate information to the Naval networked community. The 

CIRT Navy also analyses product vulnerabilities and publishes awareness 

documents that will aid naval users in addressing information security issues. 

o CERT Army: Computer Emergency Response Team - Army was established in 2005 

to respond to cybersecurity incidents within the Army. It has become the single 

point of contact for responding to all computer security incidents. 

o DIARA: Defence Information Assurance and Research Agency is the nodal agency 

mandated to deal with all cybersecurity related issues of Tri Services and Ministry 

of Defence. 

o CSG-DDP: Cyber Security Group – Department of Defence Production was setup 

in 2014 and is tasked to look after cybersecurity needs of all organizations under 

DDP including DPSUs, OFs, DGQA and DGAQA.  

 DoC: Department of Commerce leads cybersecurity matters in trade negotiations and 

treaties with other nation states.   

 

2.4   Institutional Mechanisms 
 

 ISEA: Information Security Education and Awareness programme by DeitY was formed in 
2005 and is meant to raise awareness on security matters amongst masses and 
professionals and develop capacity by promoting cybersecurity courses and certifications 
in the formal and informal sectors. 

 DSCI: NASSCOM created Data Security Council of India (DSCI) in 2008 with a vision to 

harness data protection as a lever for economic development of India through global 

integration of practices and standards conforming to various legal regimes. In domain of 

cyber security, privacy, cyber forensics, Internet governance etc. DSCI works closely with 

the Indian government, foreign governments, regulators, industry, law-enforcement 

agencies (LEAs), think tanks and academic institutes in the areas of public advocacy, 

thought leadership, capacity building and outreach & awareness. 

 JWG: Joint Working Group comprising government and industry representatives was 

established for public-private partnership in cyber security. The JWG released a report in 

October 2012 on government engagement with private sector for strengthening cyber 

security.  

 NASSCOM SSC: NASSCOM IT-ITeS Sector Skill Council formed in 2012 under the aegis of 
NSDC and is working towards developing skills in information security, among other 
domains. 

 IB-CART: Indian Banks - Center for Analysis and Research of Threats is established by 

IDRBT in 2014 and provides a platform for sharing of information security threats, alerts, 

vulnerabilities and attacks  amongst member companies. It is the first Information Sharing 

and Analysis Centre (ISAC) in India. 
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 Cyber Forensic Labs: Directorate of Forensic Science, under MHA, has developed 

capabilities in cyber forensics in three Central Forensic Labs (CFSLs). There are 28 State 

Forensic Labs (SFSLs) that are acquiring capabilities in cyber forensics techniques and 

skills. Resource Centre for Cyber Forensics (RCCF) at Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala under 

Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (CDAC) has been established to develop 

cyber forensic tools and to provide technical support and necessary training to LEAs in the 

country. 

 LITD 17 Committee of BIS: It is the Indian mirror committee of ISO Sub-Committee 27 

which works on developing international standards in IT Security. The LITD 17 committee 

channelizes Indian efforts in ISO SC27 activities and publishes international standards as 

Indian standards with modifications where necessary. 

 NISG: National Institute for Smart Government was setup in a Public-Private-Partnership 

(PPP) in 2002, as an outcome of recommendations of the National Task Force on IT & 

Software Development. It undertakes government projects and provides manpower to 

government departments and agencies in all domains of IT including security.  

 
3. AGENDA-SETTING QUESTIONS  

 
3.1   Industry Development 

 

 How can a conducive environment for cyber security products and services be created in 

the country? 

 How can India be branded and positioned as a global hub for cyber security? What roles 

should different stakeholders play in this direction? 

 How can the education and skill development initiatives be aligned with the industry 

requirements to build a competent and adequate workforce for the global market in the 

services sector? 

 

3.2   Technology Development 

 

 What are the key technology capabilities which India must have to adequately address 

cybersecurity risks?  How can such capabilities be developed? 

 How can Research & Development in cyber security be promoted in the country? How can 

government-industry-academia linkage be strengthened? 

 What market development initiatives need to be undertaken in Government and 

Enterprise sectors for the emerging product ecosystem in India? 

 

3.3   Skills Development 
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 How can India create the requisite workforce in cybersecurity to serve national as well as 

global requirements?  

 How can capacity building of LEAs and judiciary be actualized?  

 Given the demand for security expertise within the government, what mechanism can be 

created, to help government source expertise from the private sector? 

 

3.4   Policy Development 
 

 What policy initiatives are required in the country to establish India as a global hub for 

cyber security products & services, develop strategic capabilities and develop skills? 

 How can policy help enhance trust between the government and private sector to enable 

better flow of ideas, manpower and funds? 

 How can the implementation of existing cyber security policies and regulations be 

expedited?  

 How can India enhance international cooperation in cyber security? How can internal 

consultation process to formulate national positions be strengthened?  

  

4. EARLIER REPORTS AND REFERENCES 
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